



















































































































































K1 K2 K3 K1 K2 K3 K1 K2 K3
a 2.09 0.50 ‐– 1.86 0.45 ‐– 1.86 0.45 ‐–
b 1.00 ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐–
c 8.32·10‐−	3 ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐– ‐–



















Nd(III) Tb(III) Dy(III) σ	total
Keq K1 K2 K3 Keq K1 K2 K3 Keq K1 K2 K3
Eq.	(6	)(a) 7.88 0.09 0.94 0.13 7.62 1.20·10‐−	3 0.24 0.69 6.79 0.16 0.33 0.06 8140.10
Eq.	(7)	(b) 50,223 0.75 1.17 0.72 63,541 	5·10‐−	3 0.43 0.27 50,965 1.94 1.92 1.90 5492
Eq.	(8)	(c) 7837.70 0.44 1.00·10‐−	5 0.07 13,580 3.00·10‐−	3 0.84 0.105 7737.9 4.363 0.732 0.13 4746.70
Eq.	(9)	(d) 82.39 0.57 0.44 0.49 1850.90 0.67 1.84 1.05 2321.60 1.67 0.36 61.15 7345.80
Eq.	(10)	(e) 3.54 3.25 124.12 0.32 1.34 0.05 0.03 0.81 3.21 20.48 2.44 2.68 2347
Eq.	(11)(f) 4223.02 37.14 0.15 9.50·10‐−	4 5573.10 252.97 0.03 0.30 7259.50 98.39 0.02 1.00 599.25
Eq.	(12)(g) 5559.30 87.22 0.10 7.65·10‐−	4 6515.50 84.04 0.08 4.72·10‐−	6 5021.90 100.59 3.30·10‐−	3 1.76 652.95
Eq.	(13)	(h) 0.08 71.25 1.51 0.02 41.99 306.84 6.71 0.87 3.92 75.04 0.01 1.10·10‐−	4 3239
Eq.	(14)	(i) 53.67 39.66 149.98 0.12 56.58 253.39 25.73 0.16 84.11 99.17 18.89 0.42 1428
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